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SilcaPoint.
Add more value to your Key Cutting Service.



A concert of colours in 9 notes plus two.Setting up your point of sale is fun with SilcaPoint. 
Adding more value to your key cutting service is a cert.

1. Pleasant and Functional 
 Finally ergonomics and beauty combine:

 Silca Point lets you work better in a comfortable,

 functional environment.

 Silca Point is founded on a modern concept,

 to give you super performance and ensure

 a professional image of great impact for your

 key cutting point.

2. A Silca idea,
 made in Silca
 Silca Point is the result of a design process that

 has taken great care with each single detail

 and made successful decisions regarding

 materials and manufacturing that have

 produced a product destined to become a

 distinguishing feature in the key cutting world.

3. Flexible and Rational  

 Silca Point is modular and can be combined

 in infi nite ways; it is designed to rationalize

 space for fi ttings and material storage.

 Keys, tools, catalogues and any other object

 useful to the key cutting service all have their

 place close to hand. Its maximum versatility

 makes it a protagonist in every work place,

 in corner or linear arrangements to optimize

 fi ttings whether space is at a premium

 or aplenty. Silca Point is a solution that can

 be renewed or extended by adding or

 eliminating modules at any time, creating

 new arrangements to adapt to the changing

 needs of the point of sale.

 Silca Point evolves with you and helps to

 renew the image of your shop.

4. Generous and Rigorous
 Silca Point gives you extraordinary assistance

 in organizing your space. It guarantees excellent

 storage for keys (in boxes or on hooks) and all

 the other products connected with key cutting,

 such as catalogues, tools and accessories

 Silca Point is both a real storage space that

 lacks nothing, and a work station. The vertical

 module can hold over 10,000 keys, the

 drawers more than 5,000 each, and the wall

 fi ttings equipped with hooks up to 2,000 each.

5. Reliable
 Silca Point is built to last and adapt to the

 transformation of your business. Durability is

 guaranteed by the top quality of the materials

 used for the overall structure and for each

 component and fi nish.

6. Customizable 
 Choosing Silca Point gives you the

 advantages of modular units without forgoing

 the pleasure of customization. You can create a

 bespoke key cutting area by choosing the

 colours and fi nishes and selecting some of the

 many optional components.

7. Logical and Ecological
 Silca Point is environmentally friendly because it

 is recyclable and its packaging is also an

 example of eco-sustainable material: there

 are no staples or PVC and even the adhesive

 tape is made of paper. Packaging is designed

 to optimize despatch volumes, allowing

 transport with considerable savings and less

 pollution. * contact your Area Manager for additional costs and delivery times of non-standard fi nishes

SILCA RED BLACK PEPPER

STANDARD FINISHES 

ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST*

PROVENCE BLUE SEVILLE ORANGE

DOVE COLOURPISTACHIO

NATURAL WOOD

IMPERIAL GREY

OCEAN BLUE

APRICOT

SILVER GREY


